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ABSTRACT 

The present study, on Progressive Telugu 

Literature and Telangana Peasant Movement An Explo-

ration in Sociology of Li.terature has been structured 

into four main parts 

Part I 

Delineates the emergence of modern Telugu 

Language and literature against the bac:3rop of the 

Andhra Renaissance, the National Movement and the con-

juncture of circumstances during World War II which led 

to the formation of the Abhyudaya association in 1942. 

It also traces the emergence of various reform moveonts 

and peasant struggles, which constitute the historical 

backdrop of the Telangana armed insurrection of 1946-51, 

which is then presented in its main features. It ends 

by presenting the ploblematiTue of 	st11y, rooted in 

this double context. 

Part II 

Develops the conceptual framework and the 

strategy of the inquiry. An over-all review of the state 

of art in the domain of sociology of literature pre:ares 

the ground for n critique of the dominant oatterns of 

inquiry in the field. A similar exercise is carried out 

in the domain of theory of literature and literary criti-

cism. Through this double critique, a set of basic 



concepts are identified, which, in inter-relationship, define 

the conceptual framework of the inquiry. The four-phase strate-

gy of inquiry is unfolded for detailed analysis of the material, 

with the help of the concepts and caterories comprising the 

framework. 

Part III 

Examines the Progressive Telugu literature, in its 

major forms like (i) Folk-Forms of Literature, (ii) Poetry, 

(iii) Plays and Play-lets, (iv) Fiction. It also looks at the 

newly emerged literature styled as Revolutionary in relation 

with Naxalite Movement in Andhra. 

P art IV 

Sets out the concluding reflections, arisi;,g out 

of the extended inquiry. These reflections are organised around 

two issues. First, they relate to the basic poser at the heart 

of the inquiry, secondly, they relate to the theoretical 

implications, implicit in the study, for the wider domain of 

the sociology of literature. 
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